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ABSTRACT
CUDA programmers often need to decide the block size to
use for a kernel launch that yields the lowest execution time.
However, existing models to predict the best block size are
not always accurate and involve a lot of manual effort from
programmers. We identify a list of static metrics that can
be used to characterize a kernel and build a Support Vec-
tor Machine (SVM) classifier model to predict block size
that can be used in a kernel launch to minimize execution
time. We use a set of kernels to train our model based on
these identified static metrics and compare its predictions
with the well-known NVIDIA tool called Occupancy Calcu-

lator on test kernels. Our model is able to predict block
size that gives average error of 4.4% in comparison to Oc-

cupancy Calculator that gives error of 6.6%. Our model—
called STATuner—requires no trial runs of the kernel and
lesser effort compared to Occupancy Calculator.

1. INTRODUCTION
CUDA is a widely used programming model in hetero-

geneous computing systems containing GPUs. The code is
usually divided into two sub-sections: host code and kernel

code. Kernel code is the sub-section that runs on the GPU
and each instance of the kernel code is called a thread. To
launch the execution of a kernel on GPUs, the programmer
must give number of threads to be grouped into a block
(block size), which runs on a multiprocessor of the GPU. As
the number of threads in a block affect different resources,
such as shared memory and registers, kernels use GPU mul-
tiprocessors differently and thereby result in performance
variation. For key kernels, it is important to understand
the constraints of the kernel and the GPU it is running on
to choose a block size that will result in good performance
(usually low execution time).

2. BACKGROUND
A common practice to choose a good block size is to aim

for high occupancy, which is the ratio of the number of ac-
tive warps (i.e., 32-thread groups) per multiprocessor to the
maximum number of warps that can be active on the mul-
tiprocessor at once. However, in our experiments we find
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that occupancy does not always map well to performance
and that there are certainly other metrics to explore and to
correlate to predict optimal block size.

3. METHODOLOGY
We identify a list of static metrics that play an important

role in the performance of a kernel code on GPU, which we
call our feature set, and use them to characterize a kernel
code. We build a pool of training set consisting of kernels
from Rodinia Benchmark Suite [2] and use them to train a
machine leaning model, which we use to classify the optimal
block size of new kernels.

3.1 Static Metrics and Training Set
We extract CUDA kernels from the application and place

them in separate files. We then compile them using LLVM
to generate LLVM bitcode and LLVM IR. CUDA specific
directives (e.g., __global__) are re-declared to allow Clang
recognize them. We then use an LLVM pass to collect these
static metrics:

• num branch instructions / num instructions
• num load instructions / num instructions
• num loops
• num syncthreads operations
• registers usage
• shared memory used per block
• num int instructions / num instructions
• num float instructions / num instructions

We use the above procedure on a variety of kernels from
the Rodinia Benchmark Suite to characterize them and build
a repository of feature sets. We then run these applications
for different block size and record the minimum execution
time and corresponding optimal block size. The feature set
vector and optimal block size as label together form the
input matrix for the Machine Learning algorithm.

3.2 Training STATuner
We use a Support Vector Machine classifier on the train-

ing set to build our model. We use a total of 13 kernels in
to train our model. To predict optimal block size for a new
application, we extract its kernel and use our LLVM pass
to generate its feature set vector. This feature set vector is
then put as an input in our model and the predicted block
size is the output. The training workflow is shown in Figure
2 and the training input matrix is shown in Figure 1.



Figure 1: Training Input Matrix

Figure 2: Training Support Vector Machine

Figure 3: Prediction from STATuner Workflow

3.3 Prediction from STATuner
To predict optimal block size for a new application, we

extract its kernel and use LLVM pass to generate its feature
set vector. This feature set vector is then put as an input in
our model and the predicted block size is the output. The
prediction workflow is shown in Figure 3.

4. RESULTS
To gauge the accuracy of our model, we build a test set

containing the test applications feature set vector and its
recorded normalized execution time. We use 5 new kernels
in our test set. The test set vector is used only for prediction.
We calculate the error of the prediction as follows:

Error =
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Figure 4: Comparison of the error results between

STATuner and the NVIDIA Occupancy Calculator.

This error is representative of how far off the predicted
block size execution time is from the minimum execution
time recorded. We compare our results with a well-known
tool called Occupancy Calculator. We see that average error
recorded with our model is 4.4%. With Occupancy Calcula-

tor average error recorded is 6.6 % on the test set. Another
advantage of STATuner over Occupancy Calculator is that
there is single prediction from STATuner while there can be
multiple predictions from Occupancy Calculator and each
of the predictions has to be run to identify the best out of
them. The results are shown in Figure 4.

Note that, with the Occupancy Calculator, programmers
get multiple block sizes by providing input, such as registers
per thread and per-block shared memory. To obtain the
optimal block size (i.e., the one that yields the lowest ex-
ecution time), programmers must run the application with
these distinct block sizes. In contrast, STATuner gives a
single block size. In our experiments, we use five block sizes
from the Occupancy Calculator, and in the Figure 4 we show
the minimum and maximum error from these values.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We conclude from our experiments that occupancy does

not map very well to performance and other static metrics
need to be considered while predicting optimum Block size.
With enough metrics and training datasets, it is possible
to define a good model and to get accurate predictions for
optimal block size with minimal manual efforts.
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